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WELCOME.

DREAMING OF WARMER DAYS!

HYGGE 

Welcome to my first Wick Cottage
newsletter!
I just wanted to say Hi! and thankyou
for your interest and support during my
first month in business!
It's flown by and the support and
orders have been really encouraging, so
thank you so much!  

Although the weather hasn't been too
bad this Winter,(up to now!) it does feel
like it's been a long one and I don't
know about you but I'm totally ready
for the light nights to come... . .

Whilst we are waiting for the weather to
warm up! I thought we could embrace
the last few weeks of Winter with a shot
of Hygge (pronounced Hueguh!) and the
Danish love of all things cosy! - think
warm blankets, open fires, coffee and
candles. Curled up reading a good book
or watching your favourite film!



HOW TO LIVE MORE HYGGE!

HYGGE IN OUR DAILY
ROUTINES.

HYGGE CHECKLIST:

The Danish are constantly voted the happiest
nation/ people in the world. They even have
the world famous " Institute for Happiness" in
Copenhagen.
 The Danes have a  love of enjoying the
simple things in life  and sharing it with
people they like & love! - I think we  can all
relate to that!

It means slowing down, living and  enjoying the present. 
The Danish created Hygge as a way of surviving the dark, harsh winters and the repetitive
boredom of the sameness of the long Winter days & nights.

We can all bring these simple moments of Hygge into our daily routines; lighting candles,
having the cosiness of a real fire or simply enjoying a coffee, or picking up a bunch of flowers to
brighten up our homes!

 The Danish see these simple acts of daily life as special and moments that should be savoured
not something to escape from and I think this is something we can learn from and maybe we
might have the same levels of happiness that they have!

Slow Down!
Candles
Warm cuddly blanket!
Bring nature indoors- flowers / plants
Good coffee
Simple food 
Good company 



HYGGE STYLING
With elements of Scandi styling,
clean and  simplistic yet warm and
cosy at the same time.
Using natural elements and textures
always bringing the outside in with
plants, flowers and greenery!

Accessories of fairy lights and
lanterns to add warmth and
create a cosy atmosphere.

LET'S ALL BE MORE
HYGGE! 

Let's try and bring a little bit of
Hygge into our lives before the end
of Winter!
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February News!

EXCITING NEWS!

We are now proud stockists of Meg Morton and Olive and Daisy fabrics!

Each company creates the highest quality linen  fabrics, made in The UK. 
With a wide range of accessories to match.
Ideal for Roman Blinds and curtains. 
Head over to our Website to check out our mood boards for ideas! (coming soon!)

Coastal styling with stripes 

Discover your Seasonal Interior personality.

Thank you so much for spending the time to look at

my first Wick Cottage Interiors newsletter!

Hope you enjoyed a little burst of Hygge?

Next month:

www.wickcottageinteriors.co.uk

See you soon
Bev x


